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Conference Notes

The conference was in The Osaka International Convention Center, Osaka, Japan. The dates was between Thursday, March 26 Sunday and March 29, 2015. Conference main theme was “Power”. Generally speaking the conference was good. After the registration, I attended the keynote speaking presentations. One of presentation was philosophy of justice. There was no PowerPoint. Therefore it was hard to follow for this presentation. Second presentation was about the education. The presenter tested many complicated statistical models. It was also hard to follow for me. Other presentation was about the child psychology. This presentation include some interesting videos. I think I enjoyed this presentation. After the keynote presentations, the most important part of conference for me was attaining the change meeting with people who are working in my research area.

I checked the conference program. I found several presentations that related to my academic area (organizational psychology) and I attended this sessions. I met with academics who are working with my area. I listened their presentations and asked questions about their presentations. I gave my card to them and took their contact information. I probably will contact them in the future.

I did my presentation in the second day of conference. The session was almost full. There were more than 40 people in my session. People were interested my presentation and asked many questions. We discussed my paper with some of audiences after session.
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